Borough wide governance
Ed Hammond, Director of Research

Background
• We have produced a significant amount of research
on the different ways that councils can legally make
decisions
• For many people this boils down to a binary choice
between the “committee system” and the “Leadercabinet” system but it’s more complicated than that
• This presentation is based on our research and insofar
as it’s possible the experience of other councils
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A health warning
• Choosing the right approach to governance is about thinking
through the options and going with what will work best for you
• There is no “best system” and it isn’t really possible to talk
about, and weigh up, the “pros and cons” of each system in
isolation – pros and cons will and should look different for each
council
• We have to start by unpacking what good decision-making
looks and feels like – what the characteristics of good
governance are from all our perspectives
• We can then design a system which meets those requirements
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The approach
1. Think about what you’re trying to achieve – what better
governance will look like
2. Think about what this means for formal things like who
will be involved in how policy will be developed and so on
3. Lastly, think about what formal governance structure helps
you to do the above the best
We can’t resolve all these issues right now but running
through them will give us all a better sense of the decisions
that need to be made.
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What are you trying to achieve?
Our work, and previous meetings, suggest that the kind of
objectives are:
• There needs to be effective engagement with residents before
decisions are made
• The Council needs to make it easier for people to know what
decisions are coming up and how they can give their input
• All voices need to be heard – not just the loudest or the most
“articulate”
• This all needs to happen within a system that recognises that
the council is a democratic institution, with councillors having a
formal role to make decisions
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What does this mean for...
How major policies get developed and decided?
How the evidence base behind these policies gets
developed, by whom, and how this is shared?
Who is involved in decision making and at what stage?
Who oversees and monitors the implementation of
decisions, and subsequent performance?
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The formal options
There are three formal options
• A Mayor, elected by local people, acting with a Cabinet
• A Leader, elected by councillors, acting with a Cabinet
• A committee system
In reality many systems are “hybrids” – for example, leader-cabinet
councils whose approaches have some of the characteristics of
committee system councils
(There is also a fourth option by which you can submit a proposal for
governance to the Secretary of State if it doesn’t fit into any of the
above)
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The formal options are more of a continuum
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formal options are more of a continuum
• On the continuum any approach can allow for
and foster public involvement...
• ... Or any governance system can shut the
public out of decision-making.
• It comes down to more than just the
structures – it is the culture of how people
behave.
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The experiences of others
• Is the committee system “more democratic”?
• Is the leader-cabinet system “more efficient”?
• Some councils who made these kinds of assumptions
have been disappointed by their decision
• For example the committee system can spread
responsibility for decision-making but in doing so,
ownership of those decisions is more diffuse
• Some have “swapped back” in the meantime –
something which incurs expense
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The experiences of others
• There are trade offs – speed vs “better” decision
making vs expense.
• Those trade-offs look different for every council –
hence the need to make clear-eyed local choices
• Whatever happens, changing governance also
requires a change in culture – a change in
mindset and approach from everyone
• If it doesn’t, the same people will just be making
the same decisions in a different structure
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The process of change
• Thinking through options
• *If* formal change is necessary there needs to
be a council resolution
• Process between resolution and the change
taking effect takes about six months
• Change happens in May
• You are “locked in” for five years (ten if
there’s been a referendum)
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160,000 people …
• 55,000 K&C residents leave to work elsewhere
that leaves 105,000 residents here, but

• 85,000 workers come into K&C from elsewhere
• 60,000 visitors come into K&C from elsewhere
So … each day there are ..

250,000 people here
42%

residents

34%
commuting
workers

24%
visitors

top 25 Councils for business rates
Westminster

£2,139m

City

£1,140m

Camden

£627m

Tower Hamlets

£445m

Birmingham

£431m

Hillingdon

£385m

Leeds

£378m

K&C: 9th highest out of
326 Councils in England

•

2018-19 Forecast for English Councils

Kensington & Chelsea

£328m
£326m

Southwark

£314m

•
•

£30 billion from Council Taxpayers
£25 billion from Business Ratepayers

•
•
•
•
•

The average area band D council tax
£1,405 in London
£1,658 in metropolitan areas
£1,729 in unitary areas
£1,749 in shire areas.

Manchester

Islington

£267m

Hammersmith & Fulham

£224m

Bristol

£219m

Sheffield

£212m

Hounslow

£209m

Liverpool

£192m

Trafford

£158m

Milton Keynes

£154m

Lambeth

£153m

Wiltshire
Cornwall

£153m
£153m

Newham

£149m

Cheshire W & Chester

£148m

band D in K&C
£830 plus £295 for GLA - so £1,125
MHCLG:
National non-domestic rates collected by councils in England: forecast for 2018 to 2019;
and Council tax levels set by local authorities: England 2018-19 - revised

Net

in 2018-19
£587m spent on Council functions, services and transfer payments (benefits, etc)
of this: £175m is transfers and £58m is on housing revenue account
leaving, £354m on gross service spend;
after specific grants & income of £195m,

K&C net service spend is £159m

adult social care

£42m
2,500 service users

homeless
children’s services
& SP environment

£39m
500 service users

£18m

corporate services

£22m

£38m

2,200 h’holds
80% living outside K&C

two-thirds of net resources spent
on < 3% of population
services to vulnerable children and adults who are
living in conditions of high risk, as well as to homeless
households, are mandated by Government

£159m

lentil soup or oysters?
£4.50

£18.00
3 x £18 = £54 plus £4.50 = £58.50 / 4 = £14.63
So your lentil soup is costing you £10.13 more than the menu price!

democracy is

{

•an ideal
•a process
•a practice
•an idea in action

“choosing the greatest good for the greatest number over the long term”

representative
representative
deliberative

associative
direct

COUNCIL
36 Conservative; 13 Labour; 1 LibDem

Leader &
Leadership Team
(9 Cllrs)

held to account

Overview & Scrutiny
Committees
(41 Cllrs)

9 Conservative

27 Conservative;
13 Labour; 1 LibDem

Planning
Licensing

held to
account

proportionate

Pensions

Investment

give an
account

Elections

held to
account

senior management & statutory officers

Environment &
Communities

Children &
Families

Adult Social
Care & Public
Health

Resources &
Assets

common organisational processes

Grenfell
Recovery

How can representatives better relate to their
electors and their communities in the 21st century?
Civic deliberative
forums involving face to
face dialogue?

Online deliberative
forums with ideas and
emergent dialogue?
improving life
locally together
Information, engagement
and pre-decision consultation

Co-design and co-delivery
of service that promotes
community action

Locality based
forums that search for new
ways to solve local
problems

types of decisions made …

• public functions: allocating resources to

different functions, services and activities

• public betterment: agreeing policies that

seek to improve the quality of life locally as
well as the quality of life chances

• public interest: choosing between
competing interest

jumping to conclusions …

Different governance models:
insights from other councils
Borough and area governance review panel
11 December 2018

Mayoral model – LB Hackney
Polly Cziok, Director of Communications, Culture and Engagement

• Strong leadership of improvement and transformation
• Four-year term: continuity of leadership
• A leader of the place and not just the Council
• People understand the role
• Mayor can bring people together (community and partners)
• Delegation of responsibilities to Cabinet members (not
always the case in mayoral model)
• Strong focus on engagement: local people are engaged in
co-producing draft solutions before formal consultation,
before decisions
• Much depends on the calibre of the individual!

Committee system – LB Sutton
Cllr Jayne McCoy, Deputy Leader, Chair –
Housing, Economy & Business Committee;
Jessica Crowe, Assistant Director, Customers, Commissioning & Governance
• Every Councillor has the opportunity to be involved in policy making at early
stage (extent to which this happens varies)
• The Chair has people (from all parties) to ‘bounce ideas off’ –helps ensure
that policies are sound/ robust
• Time commitments for Chairs and Vice Chairs – more members receiving
special responsibility allowance, greater volume of paperwork
• Additionally: local committees for clusters of wards, Citizens Comissioners,
Young Commissioners
‘It’s worth it for better quality decisions’
‘If you’re not open and transparent, it doesn’t matter what system you have.
You can involve residents in any system’
‘It’s not the system which determines how good you are at making decisions,
it’s the culture of members/ officers’

Changing system and then back again
South Gloucestershire
John McCormack, Head of Legal, Governance and Democratic Services
• 2012 – moved to Committee system
• 2017 – returned to Leader/ Cabinet model
• ‘Executive arrangements better reflect the political reality of a majority
council. The operation of executive arrangements provides an opportunity for
more streamlined and efficient decision making’
• Clear leadership voice – e.g. at the Combined Authority
• New scrutiny arrangements: one scrutiny commission, task and finish groups
as required
• Additionally: 14 Community Engagement Forums
• Minority groups less happy at the change!
• Did take some tough decisions under the Committee system
‘Both systems worked well for us’

Questions for the table discussions
1. What do you think are the pros and cons of the
various governance options you’ve heard about?
2. Whatever system was chosen, what would
“good governance” look and feel like?
3. What would “good governance” mean for the role of
the public – as individuals, or collectively through
amenity groups, residents’ associations, etc?
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